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Shelby Marler
What?
Dr. Sings says the pills aren’t strong enough, and I have to increase my dosage, though I know I have to
do what’s best for my health, and I also have to do what’s best for my sanity. I don’t want to swim in a
sea of mud, and I don’t want to be a zombie, so I told him no.
“Yeah, that’s right, tell him no,” the demon screeches. He is crawling upside down on the ceiling. “You
haven’t had a friend since me!” He flashes a large, shark tooth smile and darts across the room like a
lizard, picking the fading red paint with his needle-like talons. “Hehehe...” Dammit, you, stupid thing!
Dr. Sings drops the files he was reading with a limp hand. “I’m only trying to help you, Ms. Cox,” he
sings, “I cannot force you. But, just one thing: need I remind you of your last episode?” “Fine then. I’ll do
it.” I scoff. You gonna mock me now, Dr. Sings? Go ahead. Sing that, Dr. Sings. Keep at it! I’m still
listening. You may have won this time, but I still have time.
I still have time. You’ll see.
Dr. Sings’ whiskers jump like a scaredy cat poked in the belly with a pole of water. “What!?” What?
~
Haha. That was funny, what happened back there. You know, it’s not like “Hehehe, look at you, pottymouth! Didn’t think you said it out loud, now, did you?”
I flick the kitchen towel up towards the demon, sitting on top of the fridge. “I told you this would
happen. You should know better than to eavesdrop if you care so much about sanity!”
“Dr. Sings thought he was making progress with you. Now you’re just gonna go straight back to square
one. Thanks to that little incident, he’ll probably decide over the next few days that you’re a little farther
gone than he originally anticipated, and put you on something even
stronger. Won’t it make it that much easier to get rid of me? And you don’t want to get rid of me...”
“Maybe if you wouldn’t put me in such a bad mood all the time, maybe this kind of stuff wouldn’t
happen!” I scowl as I begin to fill up the sink of dirty dishes behind me.
“Hehe. Fine. Do what you want. Do what you want....,” the demon whistles.
I glance back to the top of the fridge. The demon had vanished.
No. This can’t be. This can’t - the ache - make it “Come back! Please? I’m sorry!”
The figure of the demon appears out of thin air, on top of the counter next to me. His drooping, beady
eyes grow small and his manic smile thinner. “Just keep doing what you were doing. Maybe don’t come
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back to him. You’ll be fine.” His talons grab ahold of my chin, pinching as he leans in. “Understand?
Besides, what’s that word people keep saying whenever you talk, let’s see...”
“What?”
~
I did what Dr. Sings asked me to. It was either that or get cut off by mom since Dr. Sings’ note sang the
whole story all the way back to her and I can’t afford to get cut off I’m still “Hey! Loser!”
I continue staring at the flakes of parchment lifting from the page, shifting my gaze opposite the leering
creep perched on the end table. Pure, blood red eyes reflect off the muted lamp beside me, casting
shadows all over the apartment. Good God, those eyes. Would you stop it with those eyes??!!! Hmm.
You know, those parchment flakes...just got that lint shaver. Might do the trick. The Itch. The Itch. My
tongue remains perched on the tip of my teeth. Cmon, sit there! There’s nothing to say, nothing to“Hello? Don’t tell me you’ve already gone deaf from your headphones! I told you - you’re mother’s
always right, ain’t she?”
That’s it!!! “Perhaps, but what can she do? Really! What can she do?!”
“She cannnn......”
“What?”
The end table is bare. What’s going on??
“Where are you? I can’t hear you!”
... “What?”
~
What?
Where is it? This doesn’t seem right. Hmm. What? Oh...please, c’mon! Something!
What? What did you say?! Say something now!!!!
What!?
~
I guess it is so. What? Oh, no. Nothing. Nothing at all. Just me. Just like it once was. Laying on the couch nothing to do. My tongue is calm. I’m back again. I’m...back...again...no...please....the pain...oh,
please...say something...but I...can’t...there’s nothing...
It has been weeks. Everything is quiet. No talking...not to myself, not to the demon. Just the ice
blanketing the couch and my back. Just the pitter patter of sloppy water tears tapping the window. Then
one day, it stopped. Only the wind. Then the air. Then...
Hmm.
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Nothing.
Pins. Drip. Drop. Stop. Oh. Oh. No. None. No.
Oh...Ok.
...
The apartment is blanketed by night. I by my sheets - nothing spoke in weeks. I get up to stretch, but I
don’t want to turn on the light. It was much too bright. So I stand there, in the dark. And I stand there,
with nothing. Nothing. Nothing at all.
... “What?”

Shelby Marler is currently in her second year of a BA Honours in English with a minor in Creative Writing
at the University of Alberta. Her poem “Hollow Eyes” is featured in the University of Alberta Gateway
Magazine’s October 2019 issue.
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Lillie E Franks
The Widow Hoffman
It wasn’t until her husband died and she became the Widow Hoffman that her puppets became
a matter of worry. It wasn’t that she spent more time on them after Mr. Hoffman was found by the
forest. It certainly wasn’t that they were any more gruesome and tragic than they had been. Rather,
before, they had been Mr. Hoffman’s worry, and people assumed he would deal with it if got out of
hand. Now that she was a widow, it was on all of us to take care of her, and that meant we all had to
think about the puppets.
They were marionettes, carved from the wood of the orchard the Hoffman family had made a
living on. No one ever saw a play performed with them, or would have taken the opportunity if they
could,. We only saw them on bright days, when she would hang new ones out of the window by their
strings to let the paint dry. This window faced the main street of town and so we all had to see them
there as we went about our business, or as those of us who needed extra money went to pick the apples
from the orchard. Ms. Hoffman would be behind the window watching while her dolls dried. Some think
she made them just to shock us. I’m sure she enjoyed the reactions she got, but I knew she had deeper
reasons. She always did.
Every puppet she made had its own misery and when you looked on them you felt it. Every
person had one doll they understood better, more clearly than the others, one that was a little closer to
them than the rest. The night after a harvest we’d all sit around a fire and talk about them while the
soup boiled.
“Did you see the strongman one? How the muscles were so big they ripped through the skin?”
“What about the gentleman? So worried with his face he rubbed it all away…”
“The worst was the lady. So tender her bones snap even where her clothes touch her.”
I was the only one who understood all of them, because I saw how they were all the same. They
all wanted something so bad they pursued it until it destroyed them. Each puppet was captured at the
very moment their hearts’ desire tore their body apart. The worst part of them was that both the desire
and the pain were carved forever into the wood. Neither of them could ever bend or change in the
slightest. The puppets were doomed to their misery by the very fact of their creation.
There was a secret behind that too. I knew where Hoffman had heard that, but I didn’t let
myself even wonder about that. I had gotten too close to it already.
The puppets weren’t the only reason people worried about the Widow Hoffman. She wasn’t
social, coming out only to purchase things, to collect workers and collect branches for her strange little
puppets. That could be forgiven in a woman who had just lost her husband, but she also refused to let
anyone see her grief. She didn’t even appear at the funeral, allowing others to bury her husband in the
small plot in the back of her land while she watched from the window and her hideous dolls hung.
The rumor began to run that Ms. Hoffman had never loved her husband and had married him
only for his patch of land.
The grocer reported one conversation when she was buying meat only a few days after the
funeral. As she was packaging things up for her she said, by way of conversation “You must be feeling
quite sad with your husband gone. Let me know if there’s ever anything I can do.”
The Widow smiled and took the package. “If I am sad, it’s not on his account.” In some versions,
she even laughed as she said it.
I understood the suspicion, but I didn’t let myself believe it. It tempted me too much to imagine
herself feeling nothing for him, preserving her love for me in secret. But she was more twisted, stranger
than that. If I knew anything of her, it was that her mind ran in far deeper and more terrible currents
than mere greed.
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So we whispered to each other about the puppets.
“Are they really good for her?”
“You can’t tell me a healthy person would carve things like that.”
“Someone ought to do something.”
But what that something ought to be, no one was quite sure.
As for me, I told myself it would all come to nothing. She had money and the others in the town
needed her more than she needed them. If she wanted an eccentricity, no one could stop her. And I did
tell myself it was just an eccentricity, even though of all people I should have known better.
Still, every day in school, I kept my eyes on the children. As their schoolmistress, I could read the
mood of the town through them better than anyone, and I saw placidity. As long as there was no crisis
to shake them, they would do nothing but talk and tut tut. In time, it would become the new normal and
they would defend her from outsiders who said the things they had said just a few years ago.
I can’t exactly say it would have been better if things had gone like that. I would have to be sure
that the Widow Hoffman wasn’t a danger to everyone around her in subtle, insidious ways, and I never
have been.
The leaves were just starting to turn colors when it happened. Mr. Temple who owned the land
just next to Ms. Hoffman ran to the town square, breath short and eyes wide.
“Jesse’s gone missing!” he announced, and without questions, the town gathered into search
parties.
Jesse was just five years old and the whole town had a story to tell about some piece of sweet
innocence or harmless mischief he had done. He was a good kid, from good parents, and after all the
time the Temples had spent trying to conceive a child, we all thought he was a reward of sorts. People
smiled at Jesse the same way they smiled at a good harvest, and for the same reasons.
We all knew if he was missing, something was seriously wrong.
As the town headed out, I went to the Widow Hoffman’s house. I could already see the fear of
her in the people’s eyes and under their breaths. She deserves a warning, I told myself, even if it turns
out to be nothing.
I knew it wasn’t going to be nothing.
From the window dangled a puppet who had torn flesh and fibers of their neck looking behind
them and still strained to look further. Another had torn their eyelids off so they would never be forced
not to see. The one that disturbed me most was a puppet carver itself, who had turned their
instruments to carving their own flesh to shape themselves normally like the others.
I knocked on the door.
“Come in!” The widow cried from inside. I could already tell she recognized me.
The inside of her house was a large, central room whose corners disappeared in the shadows.
Every surface was covered in puppets sitting still, each trapped in its own unique suffering. Shelves held
more puppets, facing the wall or me, indiscriminately, crying or cursing as their unique temperaments
demanded. The only light was the reddish fire burning low.
In the very center of this strange, wooden hell, the Widow Hoffman sat facing the window,
carving at a piece of wood with a knife. The slow creaks of the rocking chair and the expert thwips of the
knife were the only sounds that broke the silence. Something about the way she sat, bent almost in half,
was uncomfortably similar to the puppets that surrounded us.
“I assume you haven’t changed your mind,” she said, not looking up from her puppet even for a
moment.
I stepped closer, only to be nearly overpowered by a rotting stench coming from somewhere
inside the cabin. I could see nothing that might be its source though.
“No, I haven’t,” I said. “But I did come for a reason. Jesse Temple, the child, has gone missing.”
“Yes, I know.”
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“The people are already accusing you. You should go. Get away. Before something happens.”
She laughed. In all these years, her laugh hadn’t changed even a bit.
“Tell me,” she said, looking at me for the first time. “What could they do to me if they found
me?”
“I don’t know what they’d do. Kill you, maybe.”
“What could they do to me that would make me suffer any more or differently than I already
do?”
Once again I realized how fully the only mind I had ever loved had been eaten away by the
secret knowledge we had once pursued together. She had been so full of passion before, like an animal
pacing a cage. The passion was gone now, replaced with knowledge. Knowledge I had almost followed
her in obtaining. If, five years ago, I had listened to my curiosity and my passion instead of my sense of
duty, I could have been sitting right next to her sharing that same dull hopelessness.
I nodded. “I understand. I’ll leave. But I need to know something first.”
She smiled. “I knew the old you couldn’t be all gone.”
“What about the old you?”
The smile dropped. “The old me was foolish. Unnecessary. If you had come with me into the
cave, if you knew the secret, you would understand.”
Was that anger in her voice? Or envy?
“Just tell me about the puppets. What are they? Why do you make them?”
“Are you sure you have the time for that story?” She carved a line on the puppet she was
working on. “Your friends could come any moment. What would they make of you talking with me?”
I shrugged. “I’ll risk it.”
I heard a strange sound somewhere in the cabin. A sliding or maybe a scraping. Like wood
moving against wood.
She smiled again and set the work down in her lap. “When you know the secret, you can’t feel
joy and you can’t create it. You remember that. You thought it was the price for the knowledge.”
“One I wouldn’t pay.”
“It wasn’t a price. It was a consequence.”
I shivered. There was more of the sliding and scraping sound, now from more than one
direction.
“You can’t create joy, but you still have to create. Nothing is the only thing you can’t do. So
there’s only one thing left. Make something that suffers worse than you do. It’s the only way to cope.”
That was when I realized what was happening. All of the puppets were now facing me.
“That’s the worst part of it. Someone who doesn’t know the secret, can’t make anything.
Someone who does, can only make these.”
I took a step closer to her, some buried part of me wanting to hold her and share her sadness
away. As I did, I suddenly saw the puppet she was carving. It was her. Her face, her body, even the same
clothes she wore both the night we met each other looking for the lights in the forest and began the
investigations that had led us from the moonlit clearing to the raving journals to the cave. The puppet
wasn’t twisted or mutilated like the other puppets, but the face was fixed in a scream of sheer, blank
terror. When she looked back up at me, I could see that same scream hiding behind her eyes.
From outside the cabin, I heard the tramp of far away feet. They were coming now. They had
found something in the forest, something that made them give up looking for Jesse and start looking for
revenge.
She lifted her hand towards my face, then dropped it.
“Go through the bedroom door,” she said. “And out the window. Don’t let them see your joy.
They’ll be jealous.”
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I paused, then bounded towards the door. The puppet heads followed me as I did. They weren’t
just watching me, I realized, and they weren’t threatening either. They were pleading, begging me to do
something, to fix them or release them from their being.
I couldn’t bring myself to it.
The stench was stronger by the door, almost choking. Whatever it was, it was in the bedroom. I
put one arm under my nose and with the other fiddled with the door until it swung open.
The first thing I saw was Jesse. I had never really let myself hope it was just a coincidence but I
hadn’t wanted to know. His body was slumped against the foot of the bed on a tarp that caught his
blood. That blood was in puddles, still dripping from where whole pieces of his flesh had been carved
out with a sharp knife. Most of his upper legs and chest were already gone, put to a use I didn’t want to
think about.
I walked forward slowly, with careful, tired steps to hide how much my life mattered to me and
how the room disgusted me.
On top of the bed, a four poster that took up most of the space in the bedroom, was at least one
more body, older and dug up from the ground before being carved. I guessed it was Mr. Hoffman, and
then at least one of the two elders who had died over the winter. Their flesh had been cut more
completely but with less precision than that of the child.
Finally, as I got to the window, half open already, I saw something begin to crawl out from under
the bed. I did my best to hide my disgust, my fear, even worse, my pity, and focus only on the window.
Still, it kept coming.
It was a puppet itself, I realized, or something like one. Skin and muscles had been carved,
reshaped and sewn together from multiple pieces of at least one body. The places where the pieces met
had healed, sealing it into something like a human shape, no larger than a foot. There was no story in
this puppet, no warning about reaching for something that would destroy you. It simply suffered, pain
sewn into every sinew of its body. A single glance at its eyeless face was enough to see how deeply it
understood its own vileness.
This was the thing the puppets had built to hide their own pain from themselves.
I could have killed it. Maybe I should have. But I was too scared, too revolted to do anything but
climbed through the window. When I reached the ground, I ran away as fast as I could, weaving among
the trees until I was sure no one could see me. Behind, the town was arriving at the Widow’s door. By
the time I could loop around and rejoin them, it would all be over.
I ran.
I kept running, even after I knew I was safe.
I ran to keep from thinking.
When I came back, it was all finished. The town talked about it in whispers for a few days, then
never again. I quickly gathered all the pieces I had missed. Finding the sprung trap out in the woods. The
little bits of dried blood. The tiny footprints too small even for Jesse.
By the next school day, the children had already forgotten it all, or chosen not to share their
memories.
They were more hesitant to speak about what happened at the house, partly because it was all
so mundane. They caught her. They questioned her, and she refused to answer, or maybe answered
more honestly than they would hear. A rope went up over one of the trees and the rest was as
inevitable as it was meaningless.
For some time, I wondered why none of the stories mentioned the puppets and what had
happened to them. I imagined them burned, but I thought someone would at least mention them. It
wasn’t until months later I had the courage to ask.
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There had been none. The room was empty when they entered.
Sometimes we still find people out in the woods. Sometimes someone goes hunting and doesn’t
come back. I’m not the only one who thinks about the Widow Hoffman on those days. I’m the only one
who thinks it more than foolishness and nerves.
Some nights, I feel frighteningly close to understanding the secret all by myself, but I never do.
She didn’t give me all the clues I needed to understand, her last act of the secret love we shared. Other
nights, I imagine going to the cave we discovered, the one that whispered to us. But that, I resist.
It was about a week after that someone whispered to me her last words. I’m sure she meant
them for me, though the town has made many things out of them, from ravings to codes to curses. They
stuck in people’s minds because she was so awfully calm when she said them:
“Only the ones made of wood can make the ones out of flesh. The flesh makes wood, but only
the wood can make flesh. All flesh is made by wood.”
I tell myself she meant the thing under the bed, but I know very well she didn’t.

Lillie Franks is a trans author and poet living in Chicago, Illinois with the best cat. You can follow her on
Twitter at @onyxaminedlife, but you should be aware she is always like that. Under no circumstances
should she be trusted with your True Name,
Her poetry work is also featured on Page 20.
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Dawnya Green
Oh no!
Welcome back to the wonderful world of Dear Annie!
Man, oh man, you sound sad! I hope everything's okay, talk to me! Hmm-mh, yeah I'm good g, I'm good
g, I'm good g I'm winning, gotta keep shit like this sound quoted from “Oh No!”, Dear Annie - Rejjie
Snow
I gotta keep it sound. It, being unsure of what itis is how gears operate inside of a head, inside a mind. A
life comprised of being unsure, how ideal that once was, how much it isn’t in reality.
Reality is a shockwave, after an earfquake. Buildings titled after what you once believed have fallen,
there is nothing but foundation left. You must pick up the pieces, how delightful a task when you cannot
navigate this puzzle. It is no longer easy to find the corners as they are disguised as the roadblocks you
know all too well. “A creative wall”, you gloss it up.
I love how you do that. Is it a form of self-comfort or the self-care you idealize?? Or is it another
example of a twisted coping method? Not everything is helpful, you know. You need to work to fix your
response to yourself. You hopefully understand what it means to be you, to be the human being you
exist as. I am extremely sure that you cannot begin to understand how your conscience relates to that
physical entity of you.
You don’t understand yourself as much as you say you do. Keeping what sound? Your health, your
mind? What about your entire being with every aspect of it working together? Doesn’t that sound like
an appealing goal? It might not if you deny what you lack. The faults of one’s ego! They’re ultimately
amusing (to some).
I’d love to help, but there is so much more to the story. The author never shares their secrets, for that
would spoil the ending. What if the ending to spoil is unknown to the author? Both are learning, is that
not fascinating? To learn, this should be the common goal as humans. Staying oblivious to the facts of
the world is a drab life to lead.
If you feel “called out”, it’s your inner conscience saying “I told you so.” You knew this, but you hid from
the fact that you aren’t perfect. Stop trying to be perfect and focus on how you feel during your inner
battle. You’re surprised, you exclaim “Oh NO!” because of things you didn’t see, you won’t see. Is that
not interesting how you’ve blocked things from reaching you? Now, think about how many other things
you could have stopped WITHOUT KNOWING.
it is a virtue to know. know you, know you, know it.
life.
I’ve been born reborn dead
what am I now? a hapless human drifting through forces unknown?
or am I a person that’s experiencing emotion, a person experiencing life.
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I’ve been jubilous, depressed, anxious, nervous, and most other words you can think of.
it’s part of life. the common factor in all people. all animals, all bugs (hi little friends!), all plants (hello
other friends!).
we go throughenjoy life differently, but it all happens.
Life isn’t merely a phase or a fad, it’s every waking and sleeping moment ever.
Once it’s gone, will we truly appreciate it? What’ll be left?
so much time is spent thinking about the before and the after. What about the object of now? What do
we think about it?
Do we see it’s beauty and wonder? Or merely it’s small glamours.
I want to see more. I try to see more, as my eyes let me, as my mind lets me.
I love life. it’s renewed, in my heart, in my soul, in my spirit, and in my mind. and I couldn’t be more
happy. today, on this night, as I’m captivated by what’s around me physically and mentally, I’m happy.
is happiness my favorite emotion? it could be. Why wouldn’t you want to be happy, to fully be enjoying
everything with a smile on your face and a smile in your heart?
Happiness is more than that though, it’s a sort of spiritual peace to me. So much can come out of it, oh,
it makes me happy to think about!
being alone with your thoughts isn’t all bad now that I think about it, it’s like being alone in a room with
Life, and you’re thinking all about it. you’re in love with life, and it’s all you, and you, and her, and him,
and them, and all the others can think about. It’s what we have.
life is a gift, a treasure, a failsafe, a delight, the most glorious thing I’ve ever come to know. i’ll never
stop knowing it.

Dawnya is a 16-year-old poet and budding photographer. She is very interested in nature and the
relationship of humans to her environments, and this is reflected in her works. She has been writing for
over 7 years, and her interest in photography is newer (as of 2 years ago). She has been learning
Mandarin Chinese for 2 years and travels often. These help to inspire her thinking process and widen her
approach to various subject matter. She is elated to have the chance to submit to this wonderful
magazine and grateful for this opportunity. Her Instagram is dawn.green21, her personal Twitter
account is @dawniiiee689 and her creative Twitter account (where she houses all of her work) is
@dynamogirl689.
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Natsumi Tanaka
Merchants of Happiness
Translated by Toshiya Kamei
Born on a rainy day, Tick and Tock sell happiness on sunny days. On sunny days, they roam from
town to town hawking their merchandise night and day. On rainy days, they melt away into the earth.
On a sunny day, an old couple comes to buy happiness. Newly reborn, Tick and Tock give them
twins. The old couple rushes home and dotes on the babies. On a rainy day, the twins melt away into
the earth.
Tick and Tock keep selling happiness until the streets overflow with joy. On a rainy day, the town
melts away into the earth.

Natsumi Tanaka is a writer living in Kyoto, Japan. Her short stories have appeared in journals such
as Anima Solaris, Kotori no kyuden, and Tanpen. She is the author of the short story collection Yumemiru
ningyo no okoku (2017). Translations of her short fiction have appeared in venues such as Fanzine, Star
82 Review, and The William & Mary Review.

Land Amid a Sprinkling Sea, John Tuttle
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Rachel Tanner
Feeling at Home
My mother loves
hummingbirds. There’s
a large bay window
in front of her desk at
her house and she hangs the
feeder right outside
the window, where
she can see the birds at
all times.
And what odd little birds.
So delicate. So vicious.
They fight and they spar
and they love and they drink.
When I had to move back
in with my mom after I
left Nathan, she put up
extra hummingbird feeders
so my cats could
sit on her desk
and watch the birds, too.
My mom and my cats
sit in front of the big bay window
at our home, watching the
hummingbirds together.

Rachel Tanner is a queer, disabled Alabamian writer whose work has recently appeared in Bending
Genres, Porridge Magazine, Barren Magazine, and elsewhere. She tweets @rickit.
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Howard Hilde
Cousins, Down the River & Outside Wide Open
Cousins
Boy, we were little back then
cousins not quite kissing
but cousins nonetheless
playing marbles in the pasture
and riding those bucking cows
for thrills, and wow
how lucky were we in the country
playing the days away
until homeward bound
when I went up
while you went down
But through the years
your freckled cheeks
and frazzled denim shorts
faded off into the dark
behind the stars I chased
singing pop chart melodies
and running every track race
playing the days away
until homeward bound
when I stepped up
while you stayed down
I barely remember you now
from those days we parted paths
who knew you were sinking
within the darkness inside that shack
at the bottom of our play day fields
with your drunken mother
boyfriends and brother reaching for you
after playing the days away
until homeward bound
where I've lived up
while you've lived down
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Down the river
You're unreachable now
touched only in my past
and a bucket list of futures
where I left you to hang
hour after every minute
as my clicking clasped
your dripping heartbeats
fading to sifted bone dust
remnants in my nails
I trace back
to your taste in music
and our bond over Nirvana
how you taught yourself guitar
and painted the old rock stars
as I visit the memorial
where we come as we are
All we wanted to do
was make the train station
dancing on diamonds
singing and painting the skies
with our own glass colored eyes
eating candied flowers
from cellophane towers
launching paper balloons, waving
to Lucy high
I track my survival
by the whiffs of your soul
with no footprints
sketched in the sand to spoor
where I left you to trip
in the boat adrift
down the river
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Outside Wide Open
If we dropped a purple dragon beneath our tongues
and tightly closed our eyes so we could see
without the fancy stardom one could die for
would you see me...
If we reached into the dark for orange dots
and felt around a bowl so full of corn
that even Martin sings he has a special thermos
would you take my hand and laugh in movie land...
If I climbed a tree and howled into the suburbs
A K-9 chorus lullaby to wake the half asleep
then stretched my wings to breathe in heavens helium
would you worry...
And when the keys won’t unlock the car
to Chitty Chitty Bang into the stars
and all that's left is muscle on the hood
will you love me blind, outside wide open...
Behind our eyelid silhouettes, dressed
in lace and leather jets with
acid tracers, can you dream—
a life that's meant to be, with me?

Howard Hilde is a self-taught lyricist/poet with a vocal performance degree from Pacific Lutheran
University with a primary focus in opera, jazz, and vocal jazz arranging. He sang professionally with the
Twin Cities, MN vocal jazz group Voice Trek from 1990 to 2000 and has contributions in many successful
studio projects as a recording artist.
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Alan Parry
Vivian & Legacy
Vivian
her cheeks pleat when she speaks about
her childhood in India –
recollections of hiding guillotined
snakes under
hot, galvanised bin lids
for mama to find

Legacy
the house stands empty
but for a suspicion of
cigarettes, surplus furniture
and a clot of wistful memories

Alan Parry is a poet, playwright and editor from Merseyside, England. He is an English Literature
graduate and English teacher. Alan enjoys gritty realism, open ends, miniature schnauzers and 60s girl
groups. He has previously had work published by Dream Noir, Streetcake Magazine, Black Bough Poems
and others. He cites Alan Bennett, Jack Kerouac and James Joyce as inspiration.
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H.E. Graham
The Actor & Feast
The Actor
Burnt popcorn and
old hardcover novels:
The basement always
smelled like you and
books. And popcorn.
Even after you left, after
your ribbon necklace tied
your scribbled words into
A neat package of
endings I was too young to
fully understand.
Burnt popcorn and hardcover novels
The stage always smells like
you.
Feast
I swallow the world around me
wood. paper. drapes.
I ingest the memories
photographs. Diaries, letters.
I dine. I digest. I devour.
with gnashing glowing teeth
and a silver smoky tongue
I nibble and gorge until
all that remains is
ashy bones and empty plates.

H.E. Grahame is a writer and poet with work featured in Folio, Z Publishing House’s Emerging Poets and
Writers series, The Bitchin’ Kitsch, and SLCC Anthology. She is a student at the University of Utah in the
Writing and Rhetoric Studies program, minoring in Gender Studies with an A.S. in Psychology from Salt
Lake Community College. Additionally, she works as a writing consultant and as a publications
coordinator for SLCC’s Student and Community Writing Centers. She enjoys cooking, travel,
photography, music, and words.
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Lillie Franks
Fitting, Another Trans Butterfly Poem, Hope, Poems, Unwritten &
A Lying Story
Fitting
My head fits into your chest like roots into soil.
Laundry overflowing in blank white walls
And the therapists’ bill and next months rent
Melt away like flesh into flesh
For this moment, I am a brain in a body
Lying on another body
And if I’m not quite a woman
And not at all a man,
Not a worker of the week
Or the friend I want to be
Too common for a genius
Too rare to fit in
It doesn’t matter
Because I still fit to you
Not a key in a lock
Metal and made for each other
But two animals
Bending and twisting as they have to
Guessing and negotiating their way through love
Until it all comes together
We are just soft and kind enough to surround each other
Misshaped minds in misshaped bodies
But in place somehow
Together
Another Trans Butterfly Poem
I am a butterfly
And a woman
But not the way you mean it
What you don’t know about butterflies
Is what you suspect of women:
The butterfly’s brilliant colors
Are promises of poison
Warnings in aposematism with whirling patterns
To draw the beaks of birds to their edge
Where the butterfly can be bitten but fly
And flutter and feed and be
Their delicate paper wings are sails
To tack unpredictable to the sparrow
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Or to us, sitting together in the garden
Wrapped safe around each other
Even metamorphosis, the great trans symbol
Is just another move in the old game of risk and reward
Calories for complexity, generalist or specialist
I am a woman
And a butterfly
And we are beautiful for the same reason
The most beautiful thing to be
Is alive despite it all
Hope
I could warn you about hope
But it wouldn’t help when you need it
Hope will still be the weed
The scraggly, thorny plant you dig around to pluck
Hope will bloom in sidewalk squares and driveways
Hope is the goathead stuck to your leg
That would rather draw blood than let go.
Hope is the taproot through the plants you tend
That sprouts higher the more you trim
You can try to fit your garden to its fence
You can fill it with straight plots, every border neat
And spray them with the poisons you’re used to
Hope blossoms all the same, in small shoots
Then in great bursts, roots and runners
Hope is the pest in the crop
Hope is the reason it hurts
It chokes your fences and shadows your flowers
If you ask me why you can’t stop hope
I’ll tell you what any farmer would
It’s not the ways it’s different
It’s the ways it’s just the same
Poems, Unwritten
“The plane was flying low on the beach”
She said, “just trying to find a place to land”
We were across from each other on a train
She was talking to a man
And she’s already forgotten me
“You can’t expect a plane when you’re walking on the beach
He probably didn’t even know what hit him.”
She trailed off, leaving the silence shaped
Like a human sized hole in the justice of it all
“Yup,” said the man with her
“Yup yup yup yup”
And that was all
I wish I could have heard
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The conversation they almost had
The thoughts they nearly voiced
Their scrabblings on the monolith of life and death
Inadequate utterings of an inelegant truth
Flashlights dropping in a world too large to imagine
Poems, unwritten
Though all we shared was a train
And they’ve already forgotten me
I cherish what we hold in common
The same thing as a pilot flying too low
And a man walking along the beach
A Lying Story
“I’m sorry if talking about the end of the world brings down the mood”
You joked, and I laughed, but I wanted to say
There will always be birds
And flowers to welcome them
The air is fresh as it ever was
The passenger pigeon still flies
The lion sleeps in his forest
And he’s safe
And the poor won’t be the first to die this time
I wanted to say every minute a world ends
There has never been a world that hasn’t ended
The only difference is this one has us in it
And the Western Black Rhino is alive somewhere
The blind brother sees, the deaf brother hears
And the stark naked brother isn’t the first to die.
I wanted to say bring it on
It can’t be so bad
I love you too much for either of us to die
For anyone to die
We’ll be too gay for disaster
And the stork brings babies
And there will always be storks
And the babies will be okay
It’s easy to lie
It’s easier to lie than tell the truth
That this end of this world will happen
The house of cards will fall
And every one of them will hit the ground
Even the suicide kings
And still
We’re alive right now
We can be happy
We must hold our dying world
Soothe it in its last moments
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We can love the world that comes next
But not until it’s here
The world is ending and the mood matters
I love you too much not to love you now

{Bio on page 11.}
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Demi Smith
Drawing Comparisons
I feel about my body the way most people
Feel about their hometowns;
Stuck
Bored
Stale
But you can’t criticise where I live
Because you
Don’t know it
Like I do

I feel about my body the way most people
Feel about their favourite show from when they were a kid;
A rose-tinted affection
A nostalgia
A burst of nervousness
When you show it to someone else
Cause all you can think is
‘Boy, this hasn’t aged well’.

I feel about my body the way most people
Feel about their childhood stuffed animal
Soft
Well-loved
Worn smooth by the presses of too many
Careless hands
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But there’s love within it somewhere
Greater than you know.

I feel about my body the way most people
Feel about theirs too
We’re all just candle-flames
Lost in space
Spinning on a rock a million miles an hour
Too close for comfort to the sun
And we choose the only things we’ll ever truly own
As a commodity
A burden
A worry.

There are many like it out there
But this one’s mine.

Demi Smith is a non-binary poet and author from Kent, England. They enjoy horror, sci-fi, fantasy, and
turning any minor inconveniences in their life into poetry. They currently live with their long-suffering
boyfriend Josh, and are currently trying to convince him to get a hairless cat. Previously, their poem
‘Artistry’ has appeared in the Desperate Fleas Halloween Zine. You can follow Demi @hotsauce_poetry
on Instagram, and catch them performing in person at Desperate Fleas Scratch Nights in Cambridge, UK.
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Chris Prewitt
Chemical Valley Aubade, We Were Wild Horses¸ Assemblage on
Thursday Morning & Baby Moonlight
Chemical Valley Aubade
I arrive with green hair.
The police don’t know who to believe.
We built the machines
and our eyes turn away.
This morning
the girl with the red streak
in her hair takes my hands.
She sees my future.
Cattle eat strange plants
growing from my open heart.
How else can I put it?
My open heart is tethered to a sparrow
and my eyes are open
to the next world
where it is senseless to be at war
with Euclidean notions of form,
where everything is genderless,
where we are sustained by one another
as music conducted by flame thrower.

We Were Wild Horses
Here is my face
with five faces nailed to it.
My one body comes along
entering the recently cleaned public
restroom. It smells like cooking wine,
and the floor tiles shimmer
so beautifully,
one imagines experts at the lab
dreaming of light upon the sea.
Simulacrum might be overstating it,
but imitation is affixed to our human
liquid rituals.
A former lover, for instance, insisted
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that our erotic honky tonk
would be better built
pretending we were wild horses.
I don’t go to her church anymore.
They never let me choose to collapse
on the floor when their hands were
on me. They forced me down
and covered me with a white sheet.
They spoke in tongues
even I could understand.
One face turns toward the gray
scent of winter. Another face
lets its mouth hang open
to taste the honeysuckle
suggested by this hand soap.

Assemblage on Thursday Morning
Everything went wrong.
I was taken into custody
by hummingbirds,
released for lack of evidence
that I was honeysuckle.
People believed in me,
they kissed my head.
What can I say
about the integrity of my face
when I’ve attempted to leave
myself for the thousandth time?
I thought of Jake
who ate chocolate grasshoppers
and broke down in Algebra
class, sobbing
and repeating the name of the other
boy. I think now I understand
Vallejo’s certainty of a morning in Paris.
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People I love are so tired
of grieving.
At long visitations
they have given already
so many handfuls of starlight
mints.
And the doublewides they reside in
have rusted vents in the floors,
wherever you find the living
the angels are ceramic,
the flowers
bare their teeth.

Baby Moonlight
When the earth was young
and the amoebas were far
from becoming that which would
disappoint
and return
from vacation and mourning,
the angels were ready
with their flaming swords
to dole out
god’s predetermined love.

Chris Prewitt is the author of Paradise Hammer (SurVision Books), winner of the 2018 James Tate Poetry
Prize. Chris's poems have recently appeared in Cafe Irreal, antinarrative journal, and Gravel. Chris's
poems have also been nominated for the Pushcart Prize and Best of the Net. Twitter correspondence is
welcome: @poetcprewitt.
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Jay Rafferty
Peace, Conqueror Mentality & Sunday Service
Peace
Police stations
Without razor
Wire fences.
What a time
to be alive.

Conqueror Mentality
“You’d wonder why
we even fought them
to have it.
It’s so desolate.”
Spoken like someone
who has never
felt under threat
in their own home,
in their own skin
for the accent
in their mouth
or the piece of flesh
between their legs.
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Sunday Service
I am the Holy Spirit
instilled in gastric juices
filtered through meat kept fresh
in a spark of a tripped fuse.
Animated sacredness;
Neon life calcified.
I am the glue of a trinity.
I am the unseen in the seen.
I am the Thirsty’s patron Saint.
On Sunday
I sell the old men wine after Mass.
They are not
The Holy Father or The Sanctified Son
But they are for someone.
They wait by the door
till it is legal, for the church bells to chime
the eleventh hour.
And check their watches
-and wait.
And talk about the football
-and wait.
And compliment Father Rory’s quick Mass
-and wait still
for their shelf bought Blood of Christ.
Reds and whites,
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pass by my counter fast
Like Christmas Day goes
When you’re little.
A seasonal pregnancy
For one moment.
Straight out after communion,
the cheapest ones go first.
The old days it was the weight of
a soul against a feather,
these days its alcoholic percentage to sterling.
The five-twenty-fives march out first,
then the five-ninety-nines.
Anything more is daylight
robbery. I guarantee you,
It’s not lining my pockets boys.

J. Sean Rafferty is a redhead, a godfather and an eejit. He is an MA English Lit student at Ulster University and his
work has previously been featured in Gravitas, Sage Cigarettes, Capsule Stories, and the Alcala Review. When not
losing games of pool he, sometimes, writes stuff. Twitter: @atlas_snow
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Percy Delatte
Four Wanderers & Versailles
In dips in the black satin of space,
tawny gases and blue clouds coalesce,
drifting and spinning like a dancer’s skirt;
and glowing in the inky sky:
four wanderers
ringed by discs of dust,
the ashes of the fires that sparked the solar system
and burn – even now – within the planets’ molten hearts
I.
Jupiter, the brightest, the Giant, the King of the Sky, bold and turbulent and stormy, neon rain and the
smell of gasoline and a record player and a lightning strike and the deep gash it leaves in the trunk of a
tree, smoking
II.
Saturn, as decorated as the hand of a sultan, bejeweled with rubies and topazes and purple damask silk,
and ruins of sandstone temples and pyramids and tombs, covered and uncovered by desert storms like
an hourglass
III.
Neptune, calypso blue like the sea, diamond icebergs on diamond seas navigated by an intrepid sailor
intent on bringing back a diamond necklace for his lover – but she prefers sapphires and so his heart is
lost to the navy depths
IV.
Uranus, an icier blue, frostiest of the wanderers, windy, glacial and arctic and glassy and sideways, a
whole world gone sideways, and tall mountain ranges that reach towards the heavens, until their peaks
are frozen and hostile and lifeless
the four wanderers race, even now,
and spin, even now,
as they have
for four and a half billion years,
kings and giants with sleek and rocky crowns and a retinue of moons,
slowly, slowly making their way across the sky...
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Versailles
Long halls wind clocklike back
towards a gilded past,
labyrinthine avenues and dark hedges
and there are photos of the two of us there, wandering, in jeans and gray t-shirts –
– silk bodices with satin bows –
– we wore jackets that day, too; it was a cold fall in Paris –
the women hold fluttering folding fans of painted silk –
and you bought one of those fans in the gift shop –
it’s dark outside; inside, the candles are lit, and golden women hold them aloft as justice holds her scales.
There’s laughter and music in the night, and the chateau gleams like a star fallen upon the earth,
glimmering in the darkness.
On those avenues, we met a cat that adored attention. We called him Louis.
Pieces of the past remain, and I love any place with ghosts.

Persephone Kirkland Delatte (they/them) is aesthetic coordinator for Periwinkle Literary Magazine, a
reader for Marias at Sampaguitas, and a grad student. Their poems have been published by F(r)iction),
The Mark Literary Review, and Marias at Sampaguitas. They also make jewelry, embroider, and speak
Italian. Twitter: @percy_kirkland
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Kushall Poddar
Loosening The Perception, Incubo Journey & Docking Station Winter
Loosening The Perception
I walked the day out tiring
myself into a fever, sing
the same lullaby my mother used
to appease me, but now peace
regains such to debase it again.
Philosophers cry wolf - we should
never perceive a thing
too rigidly. Free the perception!
My fever in all its sensation
is not delirium but a swamp then.
My feet fly in perfect V in
the azure of the day. Against its firmament
pines of my skin stands erect
and catch the sunset.

Incubo Journey
Moon over the flesh arable yet,
all nerves, ghosts the road
within my myopic sight.
Tonight
we lodge at an inn, steal a moment
and ride late across the thatching of the hares
undulating.
Moon crystallizes the spaces between
conversations and stations near the horizon
where black inks in a thousand shade,
and yet all we read is the same
écriture transgressive of tenebrae and carbonous.
Docking Station Winter
Holding the pieces of ice
between December teeth
wintertide wades inside.
I house the dock. I feel wet.
The pier gleams with cold sweat.
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Demised flies burnt alive
underneath your playful eyes
swarm in my mouth as I
show winter where to hang its fog,
where to get a flesh to bite.
Kushal Poddar has been featured amongst the poets for the month December by Tupelo Press, Vine
Leaves Literary Journal's Best of 2014. He presently lives at Kolkata and is the editor of the online
magazine ‘Words Surfacing’. He authored ‘The Circus Came To My Island’ (Spare Change Press, Ohio), “A
Place For Your Ghost Animals” (Ripple Effect Publishing, Colorado Springs), “Understanding The
Neighborhood” (BRP, Australia), “Scratches Within” (Barbara Maat, Florida), “Kleptomaniac's Book of
Unoriginal Poems” (BRP, Australia), “Eternity Restoration Project” (Hawakal Publishers, India) and
Herding My Thoughts To The Slaughterhouse – A Prequel (Alien Buddha Press, Phoenix).
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Fading Dots and Lines, John Tuttle

Lucy Whitehead
Rorschaching & Toad
Rorschaching
Clouds are clowning
across the autumn sky
like white hair tousled
and now untangling
into grotesque forms.
A seahorse ripped
from the belly of a dinosaur
unravels its serpentine
body into blue. Unicorns
are torn apart, while
phantom moths spread
smoky wings between
hook-beaked bird skulls.
Strange skeletal beings
are flinging themselves
into the void like an army
of demons railing against
the icicled jaws of winter.

toad
the toad of grief is squatting
like a stone sometimes
it swells to the corners of my skin
spreads its rawness seeps
exotic poisons
it is the green of swamps
dark and endless where
deeper creatures lurk
filmy eyes barely breaking
the meniscus of dirty water
it keeps me awake all night
croaking
its unintelligible song
from the murky depths
of its primeval soul
the night has become long
I cannot spit it out
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Lucy Whitehead's poetry has been published or is forthcoming in Amethyst Review, Anti-Heroin Chic,
Barren Magazine, Black Bough Poetry, Broken Spine Artist Collective, Burning House Press, Collective
Unrest, Electric Moon Magazine, Ghost City Review, Mookychick Magazine, Neon Mariposa Magazine,
Pink Plastic House, Pussy Magic, Re-side, and Twist in Time Magazine. You can find her on Twitter
@blueirispoetry.
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Rabiu Temidayo
More Conversations with Time & Dreaming
More Conversations with Time
Our spines burning because working towards
something but you can't name it yet.
But every morning refreshes the feeling
you're closer than ever before —
or was it always death.
The world always requesting
your contribution.
Ensconced in pain, being targeted by pain —
that's constant.
There is love and there's also hurting
so that our love can be remembered.
Through entry and exit points through a body,
an unapproachable sea.
I stood at the pier calling your name but there
was no wind.

Dreaming
No place taller than the sky in your body,
Like a place where your dead ones grew thistles
and burned
Like the sun burning our heads where everything
was buried
was beginning to sprout and tassels aimed
upwards at nothing —
A tender garden where the work of gardening
hardened your palms
and the veins that ran through you ran through
those berries ran through mine >>
Then suddenly a song flows right through you
and a river
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flows out of that mountain you've become
gravestones piled on gravestones.
How you sat over all those dreams, and light went
both ways through you like a window, and how
you've knew
that the ground has a way of returning all that
matters,
earthworms pushing out of concrete after the rain
and
the dead ones when forgotten would always return
in dreams,
It is never that sack of hope that you carry that
begins to weigh you down,
It is the occupation of a time that beckons and all
the time —
the way we've learned to unburden ourselves
through heavier burdens.
Light casting striations under the trellises of
sprouting yams and
tassels aiming at the sky on a blue, mournful day.

1.17pm

Rabiu writes from Lagos. An art/photography/music/design enthusiast. Reader for Poetry on the
Tinderbox Journal. He published Daylight (2018), a microchapbook on Ghost City Press. His works have
either appeared since on Arsonita, Ghost City Review, Ric Journal, Mojave heart Press, Selcouth Station,
Marias at Sampaguitas, Bone and Ink, Riggwelter journal, Nightingale & Sparrow, Agbowo, African
Writer, Twist in Time Mag and more to come. Most of his poems published in the pseudonym Visar. He
runs a Medium @idleSaturdays Twitter: @rabiutemidayo
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Omotoyosi Salami
Split, The Blindness of Eagerness & MADDIE
Split
I see the apology in every picture of you. I see the awkwardness in every posing, the trying-to-jump-outof-your-body that you always do,
how you confuse your friends and sadden your mum and I know also,
that you hate your wrists and face. I see the resignedness in the sitting of your trousers on your skinny
hips, in the
wrinkles in your hoodie; you're slacking everywhere.
Does every motion have to be a walk of shame? Songs are nothing,
even inferior to dry words, until we sing them.
And yet you continue to sing the song of death.
I think about how we all have questions that will never be answered and how
we all have only one lifetime each and now I'm sad. Every time you come out to buy petrol from the
filling station, I notice
that you never show your face, and that your hair that used to reach your waist is now barely touching
your shoulders.
So you want something you will never have, a load too heavy for your heart and mind.
You're not special. We all have and think these things. Shall I
show you beneath my skin?
The battle is evident. You fight with yourself, you hate yourself, hate how your life is nothing
but a series of reactions. What you love won't save you. What anyone loves will never save them
so what is the point of wetting these clothes? Mother will just be mad again and bottles and boys will
perish.
You looked at all the pencils, the computers and the laughing boys, and the girls that were laughing
while being beaten,
and thought, There's nothing for me here. You wanted to better once. But once is one thing and you
know
what they say about single things? They hardly ever return.
You tried not to cry so much, to not want so much, to not compare so much. You tried to fold the skin of
your stomach and tuck it in,
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and bite your lip, and silence your mouth. You only said the letters of the alphabet that did not cause a
vibration in your throat.
I cared once. I raised my hands, my voice, once. I believed once. I feared once.

The Blindness of Eagerness
I asked my mother what the cost of having light is whether radiating it or having stolen it spied on it
when I wasn't supposed to when I had no right and burned out my eyes
What will I like more than to open my throat and let these words flow on the spot and not tangle in my
tongue I know these things I asked my lover once 'Is all this noise worth the light?' these eyes, these
wagging tongues people always see and we can lie, or we can hide, or we can seduce beneath the sun's
eye What is the point of having light all this light in me and still having to hide still tripping over my own damn tongue I was born
with a curse of wanting to escape my skin there is no skin I have not lusted for no hand I have not envied
no destiny I have not wanted for my own
I told my mother all this light was hurting my eyes and she said sorry and laughed at me when I mistook
her lover for my father

MADDIE
We were never meant for all this. We were never meant to bump shadows in the first place, to link
hands, to dance the dance of the dragons. But there are consequences for things; somebody should
have told us this in the beginning. Somebody should have reminded me that I am an only child a single
tear, not to be shed just yet, especially not on a bloody failed comedian. I hate to feel like this. I hate this
shivering, this trembling, this looking but not seeing. I hate this night party and this dress I feel stupid in
and I hate the loss of taste, the lips that won't curl, the stance that won't be straight.
*
Everybody has somebody they want to run back to, with the sun in the horizon keeping witness, Deep
down in them. I'm no stupid little girl. I'll show you, you'll see my lips, my tattoos by the end of this
night, And the bite marks on my stomach.
*
I'm tired of this dance. Make my face pull back to what it once was. None of this is real: this perfect eye
makeup isn't real, this gaze that won't meet yours isn't real, & I'm sure the laughter already sounds fake
enough. We're not happy. Necessary is a word that can be folded and loosened. What is a word, without
its speaker? We can be gods here, I have dreamed of it. I slept last night reluctant to unfold the duvet. I
won't ask all the questions.
Promise me you will not take over the darkness after I am done with it.
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Omotoyosi Salami is a writer and a Geology student living in Lagos, Nigeria. Previously published in
online magazines and journals such as Vagabond City Lit, Mojave Heart Mag, and Brittle Paper.
Email: omotoyosisalami00@gmail.com. Twitter: @HM_Omotoyosi.
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Caitlin White
Luddite
Don’t trust the cloud with my nudes
I take them all on Polaroid
///the set – up ///////mood lit////tooth flash
It’s work, it’s worth it S E L F C A R E selflove
Send the frames out to strangers in strange towns
Aren’t I special
Aren’t I something
Write me back
And once the urge to be admired has past
the replies spill through my mail box
informed masses
It might be a bad habit but I talk back to the TV as though it were another person sitting in my living
room every time I watch the news I start an argument I keep filling my poems with Judeo-Christian
images because they’ve got the aesthetic down
if god is out there
This I direct to the news report about the declining state of things
he’s a tragic son of a bitch who doesn’t deserve us
anyway he doesn’t deserve us we don’t deserve
this,
I don’t believe much in deserving either

what a concept
the news anchor is changing the subject

Deflecting
I know babe, if I were the one reading the autocue I’d do the same thing
can’t shake this sinking feeling
A dip in the road
Mercury spilling out of my mind
losing the seat from under my
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bare ass

a deep
feet first

plu nnnng e // into cold //
cold

stillness

with so much still still beating around the bush

waking up from a bad dream the one where

we lose

hope
seeing the shadow
standing by the door
There’s a hole between my eyes
I turn over
the duvet folds up and over me

Caitlin White is a queer, nonbinary writer and artist based in Wollongong NSW Australia. They work with
a handful of local arts organisations, are an editor and performance poet and have had work published
in Enby Life, Orenda Magazine, Apocalips Publishing, and Milk Teeth Zine.
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Keith Mark Gaboury
The Radioactive Horse
His hooves plowed through
my shut closet. In my bedroom,
I’m weighed down
in a hailstorm of uranium.
An aquitaine invasion,
the horse neighed a bucking desire
to call my womb, my egg mistake
his territorial property.
This spawn burned scars
into my fallopian hallways
as I stepped over to calm
his haunch, he snorted a punch
like Pa’s fist across Ma’s jaw.
Yes a zygote
multiplied into a foot.
He now kicks inside me.
The ultrasound displayed a hole
in my son’s spiked heart.

Keith Mark Gaboury earned a M.F.A. in creative writing from Emerson College. His poems have
appeared in such publications as Poetry Quarterly and New Millennium Writings along with forthcoming
chapbooks through Duck Lake Books and The Pedestrian Press. Keith lives in Oakland, California. Learn
more at www.keithmgaboury.com.
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J. S. Roseman
A Note to Myself in Eighteen Years
1.

the cardiologist will tell you that what you have experienced is a
myocardial infarction which occurs when there is a blockage so
that blood cannot flow, or else the heart itself is too weak to push
blood through the spiderweb of veins and arteries
he will look at your open mouth and mistake your silence for
confusion he will grunt when he bends over his gut to fish out
from his bottom desk drawer a plastic replica with removable
pieces made for children
2. but you don’t go for streaky
bacon (okay, maybe once)
but you make spaghetti out of
squash (okay, more than once)
but you found mickey finnegan's
wallet outside the stag's head and
turned it in
but you consume one hundred
grams of protein
in twenty-five increments
ten grams of creatine three
liters of water (at least)
your body is a clock
3. cara armstrong her cheeks like painted
porcelain stars in her eyelashes who took
you into her room into her bed (okay,
more than twice) who you promised to
call but never did
arnette kidderitch whose pants caught around
her ankles as she pulled them down in the
closet bass booming through the wall hand
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slapping to the beat you told all of your friends
even though you knew that niall fancied her
4. no your heart was malformed in
utero ambivalent to your
performance as a good person as
a bad man
it doesn’t work like that the world is
not a karmic recycler
no matter how many vegetables
or how few second dates you will
always have died alone relatively
young of a broken heart
but you will be the best formed
corpse that the mortician has seen in
her life and she’ll think about you
sometimes alone at night guilty and
touching herself

J. S. Roseman is an American writer who currently resides in Dublin, Ireland.
Twitter: @jsrwrites
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miss macros
THE FLINCH
Now that it’s raining, I tell you:
I once popped a cicada husk in my mouth,
I once swallowed a strange liquid that dripped from a café awning.
Whenever I walk past that café,
the eyes of each cup follow me.
They ask, “Why is she out there when I’m in here?”
They cry condensation until complete consumption or disposal.
Now that we’re both upset, I tell you:
I rubbed the tips of my front teeth again a rough old sweater.
Yawn-filled yarn mouth years of digestion knits a new hat,
embedded with nail clippings as texture, as sparkle,
a little something extra,
what I call what I say when I call.

miss macross is a Pittsburgh-based multigenre writer who enjoys watching mecha and taking naps. Her
work has been published by Freezeray, Mookychick, FIVE:2:ONE, and others. Her first chapbook, MISS
MACROSS VS. BATMAN, was published by Dark Particle/CWP Collective Press in 2018. Find her on
Twitter @missmacross.
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Yuan Changming
Rocky Mountaining
At the same height of
Every rocky mountain
Above all seasonal change
A snowline is widely & cursively cut
As if to bite a whole patch of
Sky from heaven
With rows of rows of
Whale-like teeth

Yuan Changming published monographs on translation before leaving his native country. Currently,
Yuan edits Poetry Pacific with Allen Qing Yuan in Vancouver. Credits include ten Pushcart nominations,
eight chapbooks & publications in Best of the Best Canadian Poetry (2008-17) & Best New Poems
Online, among 1,609 others across 44 countries.
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Peach Delphine
Moonflower & Railroad Vine
-MoonflowerFull moon, low
rain heavy clouds the color of possum ,
dangle their long tails of lightning,
clearing the cabbage palms,
disappearing into darkness of Gulf.
Wind of velvet,
wind of eels, so much writhing,
laying on of hands.
Abomination is the word Granny
delivered to the cheek
with a kiss.
Cutting child, moon in your eyes,
salt in your hands,
so much emptiness incised,
fluid strokes, so much hibiscus
flowing , all the shades of burning,
flame is a circular pain,
cutting is linear,
so much rain
so much river, all into Gulf.
The flowers of wounds
bloom in this season,
my hair flows like turtle grass in this tide,
cormorants swim through my longing words,
your hands
of pine and cypress pass over me, pass through me,
firmament stretched horizon to horizon,
who can untangle such a skein of scars,
a birds nest of despair?
In sleep you throw one arm out
pulling me close, you breathe my name, such a small word,
flowering in moonlight
caressed by sphinx moths,
so many shells stacked as markers,
against the last day of cutting,
against the last utterance
of abomination
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-Railroad VineRailroad vine, tendriled dreams,
Flowering pink as spoonbills
Taking flight, meadows
Of black needle rush falling away
Wingbeat by wingbeat,
Mangrove blazing green
Fetch is the distance
Between memory and tongue,
Gravity is the weight of your hands
On my hips, tide is your breathing
Gathering up so many small shells in sleep,
Wave upon wave eroding certainties,
This space we share as much a skiff as a bed
Day bright, hard hand of weather
Shakes the palms loose,
Dark horizon, thunder travels the creek,
Mullet leap to lightning,
We burn so many words
Beneath rain blackened pines,
Smoke rising over oak and palmetto,
We burn so many words,
Always unanswered,
Only the sea speaks to us,
Only the sea knows our names,
Calling us always to open water
And a wind without sorrow

Peach Delphine is from Tampa, Florida. Former cook somewhat obsessed with the undeveloped Gulf
Coast.
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